Blood pressure and glaucoma

The paper by Meyer et al in this issue of the BJOF (p 864) adds another intriguing piece to the puzzle that represents the relation between blood pressure and glaucoma. Unfortunately, it often seems that we have an increasing number of pieces but less overall picture.

As long ago as 1857, von Graefe reported a patient with glaucomatous optic neuropathy but with a normal intraocular pressure (IOP), implying—even then—that glaucoma was about more than simply raised intraocular pressure.1 Wolff2 in 1947, speculated that glaucoma was the result of optic nerve ischaemia while Duke-Elder3 considered arteriosclerosis to be an important factor in open angle glaucoma.

Systemic hypertension has been implicated for many years as a risk factor for developing glaucoma4 but results have been plagued by the use of single blood pressure measurements (the ‘white coat effect’) and the bias of hospital based studies. Major advances in our understanding of the relation have only come about with the advent of large scale population based surveys and 24 hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring.

We have known for some years that systemic blood pressure and IOP were significantly correlated and this has been confirmed by the Baltimore Eye Study.5 However, the association between blood pressure and glaucoma is not so clear cut. The Baltimore Eye Study did show a small positive association of primary open angle glaucoma with higher systolic and diastolic blood pressure, the relation was non-linear and the systolic threshold was at 130 mm Hg—above which the risk increased. They also suggested, by using age as a surrogate for duration of systemic hypertension, a protective effect of hypertension in those under 60 and an adverse effect among those over 70 with respect to primary open angle glaucoma. The Rotterdam study6 found an association between primary open angle glaucoma and systolic blood pressure but not normal tension glaucoma (perhaps explained by the blood pressure—IOP association), while the Barbados Eye Study7 concluded that high blood pressure alone was not a risk factor for primary open angle glaucoma but did indicate, like the Framingham Eye Study,8 that people with field defects had significantly decreased blood pressure/IOP ratios.

Simply comparing blood pressure in individuals with and without glaucoma is never going to give us a definitive answer. This led the Baltimore Eye Study investigators to calculate vascular perfusion pressure in their subjects—this being the blood pressure (systolic, diastolic, or mean) minus the IOP—and showed that the lower the diastolic perfusion pressure the higher the prevalence of primary open angle glaucoma.9 In fact, subjects with diastolic perfusion pressures below 30 mm Hg had an age adjusted risk of POAG six times higher than those with pressures of 50 mm Hg or greater.

However, the blood pressure measurements in the Baltimore Eye Study consisted of only two readings 5 minutes apart. It has been shown consistently that 24 hour ambulatory blood pressure monitoring gives lower readings than routine clinic measurements and correlates very well with direct intra-arterial recordings.10 There have now been a number of studies of 24 hour blood pressure monitoring in glaucomatous patients and the results are important.

Hayreh et al11 compared 24 hour blood pressures in patients with normal tension glaucoma, primary open angle glaucoma, and anterior ischaemic optic neuropathy and found a larger drop in mean systolic and diastolic blood pressure at night in the group with normal tension. This concept of ‘nocturnal dips’ in blood pressure has only come to light using 24 hour blood pressure readings and is now well recognised by cardiovascular physicians. Studies have shown that if hypertensive patients have their diastolic blood pressure reduced below a critical level then their rate of adverse cardiac events increases.12 Hayreh et al13 extrapolated this to suggest that a similar process could occur in the optic nerve head and ocular ischaemic disorders.

Graham et al14 showed that all nocturnal blood pressure variables were lower in (normal tension glaucoma or primary open angle glaucoma) patients with progressive field loss than in those with stable fields. Bechtoille and Bresson-Dumont15 found a lower diastolic and systolic blood pressure in patients with normal tension glaucoma compared with those with primary open angle glaucoma and a greater percentage of diurnal low readings in the former group. Kaiser et al16 also indicated that arterial hypotension was a risk factor for glaucomatous damage. The paper by Meyer et al also shows that patients with normal tension glaucoma have larger nocturnal blood pressure drops than normal controls.

Two potential confounders of any of these studies are the use of systemic and/or ocular antihypertensives by the subjects being studied. Hayreh et al17 showed a significant association between visual field loss and nocturnal hypotension in patients taking systemic antihypertensive medications. Graham et al’s paper18 suggested that the nocturnal dip was exacerbated by systemic antihypertensives, but did not show an effect caused by topical β blockers.

The association of nocturnal blood pressure dips and...
visual field loss seems very plausible. Twenty four hour blood pressure monitoring has shown that the vast majority of the population have their lowest blood pressure during sleep usually between 2 and 4 am (that is, nocturnal dips). A large drop in blood pressure occurs in physiological but, of course, not everyone has progressive field loss. What may be different about those who lose field is that they have exaggerated nocturnal dips, which in some people seem to occur naturally while in others it may be the result of antihypertensive medications. It is not inconceivable that this exaggerated drop could act on an already compromised optic nerve head and reduce ocular blood flow below a critical level. If large areas of infarction occurred, the picture would be of an anterior ischemic optic neuropathy while a number of subclinical insults may eventually produce the picture of glaucomatous field loss. Certainly the evidence that the ‘dippers’ are at increased risk of field loss is growing.

We are all aware that IOP is the major risk factor for glaucomatous field loss but this does not explain field loss progression in those with IOP less than 21 mm Hg or lack of progression in those with IOP in the high 20s or 30s. Perfusion pressure is a link between blood pressure and IOP (blood pressure–IOP) and subsequently with blood flow (blood flow = perfusion pressure/resistance). Thus, a drop in perfusion pressure can be caused by a drop in blood pressure or rise in IOP and it is tempting to conclude that this balance determines whether field loss occurs. But what of the effect of vascular resistance? Tielsch et al speculated that their results, which showed hypertension protecting people from primary open angle glaucoma under the age of 60 but being detrimental over 70, indicated that initially raised blood pressure increased ocular blood flow (if their assumption was true that the older the subject the longer he had been hypertensive). Later, after a prolonged blood pressure rise, small vessel damage occurs and so there is increased resistance to flow with a reduction in ocular blood flow and subsequent ganglion cell loss. Thus, it is possible that those patients who have been hypertensive for some years have optic nerves that are experiencing both nocturnal drops in perfusion pressure and progressive hypertension induced vascular resistance, both of which decrease ocular blood flow.

Interestingly, reduced ocular blood velocities and increased vascular resistance have been demonstrated in the central retinal arteries of patients with glaucomatous field loss compared with controls. A similar inequality existed for the less or undamaged eye in those with field loss in the fellow eye. Further, seemingly undamaged fellow eyes of those with glaucoma have been shown to have reduced blood flow velocity and increased resistance indicating that circulatory abnormalities may precede glaucomatous damage.

So, should we be checking the blood pressure of all the patients in the glaucoma clinic and suggesting alterations to their medications if the diastolic pressure is too low? The answer is, of course, that we need more evidence.
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